Abstract

Negotiation is essential in settings where autonomous agents have conflicting interests and a desire to cooperate. For this reason, mechanisms in which agents exchange potential agreements according to various rules of interaction have become very popular in recent years as evident, for example, in the auction and mechanism design community. However, a growing body of research is now emerging which points out limitations in such mechanisms and advocates the idea that agents can increase the likelihood and quality of an agreement by exchanging arguments which influence each others’ states. This community further argues that argument exchange is sometimes essential when various assumptions about agent rationality cannot be satisfied. To this end, in this article, we identify the main research motivations and ambitions behind work in the field. We then provide a conceptual framework through which we outline the core elements and features required by agents engaged in argumentation-based negotiation, as well as the environment that hosts these agents. For each of these elements, we survey and evaluate existing proposed techniques in the literature and highlight the major challenges that need to be addressed if argument-based negotiation research is to reach its full potential.

1 Introduction

An increasing number of computer systems are being viewed in terms of multiple interacting autonomous agents. This is because the multi-agent paradigm offers a powerful set of metaphors, concepts and techniques for conceptualising, designing, implementing and verifying complex distributed systems (Jennings, 2001). As a result, applications of agent technology have ranged from electronic trading and distributed business process management to air-traffic and spacecraft control (Parunak, 1999; Wooldridge, 2002).

Here, an agent is viewed as an encapsulated computer system that is situated in an environment and is capable of flexible, autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives (Wooldridge, 1997; Jennings, 2000). In almost all cases, such agents need to interact in order to fulfil their objectives or improve their performance. Generally speaking, different types of interaction mechanisms suit different types of environments and applications. Thus, agents might need mechanisms that facilitate information exchange (Luo et al., 2002; Boer et al., 2003), coordination (Moulin & Chaib-Draa, 1996; Durfee, 1999) (in which agents arrange their individual activities in
a coherent manner), collaboration (Panzarasa et al., 2002; Pynadath & Tambe, 2002) (in which agents work together to achieve a common objective), and so on. One such interaction that is gaining increasing prominence in the agent community is negotiation.

In an attempt to reconcile the definitions proposed by Jennings et al., 2001) and Walton and Krabbe (1995), we offer the following view1:

Negotiation is a form of interaction in which a group of agents, with conflicting interests and a desire to cooperate, try to come to a mutually acceptable agreement on the division of scarce resources.

Automated negotiation among autonomous agents is needed when agents have conflicting objectives and a desire to cooperate. This typically occurs when agents have competing claims on scarce resources, not all of which can be simultaneously satisfied. The use of the word “resources” here is to be taken in the broadest possible sense. Thus, resources can be commodities, services, time, money, etc. In short, anything that is needed to achieve something.

In the multi-agent literature, various interaction and decision mechanisms for automated negotiation have been proposed and studied. These include: game-theoretic analysis (Rosenschein & Zlotkin, 1994; Kraus, 2001; Sandholm, 2002); heuristic-based approaches (Faratin, 2000; Kowalczyk & Bui, 2001; Fatima et al., 2002); and argumentation-based approaches (Kraus et al., 1998; Parsons et al., 1998; Sierra et al., 1998). In this paper, we are concerned with argumentation-based approaches. The main distinguishing feature of such approaches is that they allow for more sophisticated forms of interaction than their game-theoretic and heuristic counterparts. This raises a number of research challenges related to both the design of the interaction environment as well as the agents participating in that interaction.

In this paper, we aim at setting up a research agenda for argumentation-based negotiation in multi-agent systems. We do so by achieving the following. First, we identify the main features of argumentation-based negotiation approaches. We do this by discussing the characteristics of traditional approaches and demonstrate why they fail in particular circumstances due to their underlying assumptions. Second, we discuss, in detail, the essential elements of argumentation-based negotiation frameworks and the agents that operate within these frameworks. We do this by constructing a conceptual model of argumentation-based negotiation, involving external elements (namely, the communication and domain languages, the negotiation protocol, and the information stores) and agent-internal elements (namely, the ability to evaluate, generate, and select proposals and arguments). In the course of discussing each element, we present an overview of existing work in the literature and identify the major challenges and opportunities that remain unaddressed.

This paper is organised as follows. In the next section, we briefly review the different approaches to automated negotiation and outline the contexts in which we believe argumentation-based approaches would be most useful. In Section 3, we describe, in detail, the elements of an argumentation-based framework that are external to the agents, namely the communication and domain languages, the negotiation protocol, and various information stores. In Section 4, we move to discussing the various internal elements and functionalities necessary to enable an agent to conduct argumentation-based negotiation. More precisely, we discuss the processes of argument and proposal evaluation, argument and proposal generation, and argument selection. In Section 5, we summarise the landscape of existing frameworks. Finally, in Section 6, we state the conclusions and summarise the major research challenges.

---

1 Note that the precise definition of negotiation is not always stated explicitly in the literature. However, we believe that this definition is a reasonable generalisation of both the explicit and implicit definitions that can be found.
2 Approaches to automated negotiation

In this section, we discuss the three major classes of approaches to automated negotiation in the multi-agent literature. Even though there may be many ways to classify existing approaches to automated negotiation, the following classification suits our purpose.

2.1 Game-theoretic approaches to negotiation

Game theory (Osborne & Rubinstein, 1994) is a branch of economics that studies the strategic interactions between self-interested economic agents. It has its roots in the work of Neuman and Morgenstern (1944). Recently, it has been used extensively to study the interaction between self-interested computational agents (Rosenschein & Zlotkin, 1994; Sandholm, 2002).

In game-theoretic analysis, researchers usually attempt to determine the optimal strategy by analysing the interaction as a game between identical participants, and seeking its equilibrium (Harsanyi, 1956; Rosenschein & Zlotkin, 1994; Stengel, 2002). The strategy determined by these methods can sometimes be made to be optimal for a participant, given the game rules, the assumed payoffs, and the goals of the participants, and assuming that the participants have no other knowledge of one another than that provided by introspection. Assuming further that participants behave according to the assumptions of rational-choice theory (Coleman, 1990), this approach can guide the design of the interaction mechanism itself, and thus force such agents to behave in certain ways (Varian, 1995; Conitzer & Sandholm, 2002).

However, classical game-theoretic approaches have some significant limitations from the computational perspective (Dash et al., 2003). Specifically, most of these approaches assume that agents have unbounded computational resources and that the space of outcomes is completely known. In most realistic environments, however, these assumptions fail due to the limited processing and communication capabilities of the information systems. Agents may be resource-constrained, altruistic, malicious, or simply badly-coded, so that participant behaviour may not conform to the assumptions of rational choice theory.

2.2 Heuristic-based approaches to negotiation

To address some of the aforementioned limitations of game-theoretic approaches, a number of heuristic approaches have emerged. Heuristics are rules of thumb that produce good enough (rather than optimal) outcomes and are often produced in contexts with more relaxed assumptions about agents’ rationality and resources. The support for particular heuristics is usually based on empirical testing and evaluation (e.g. Faratin, 2000; Kraus, 2001). In general, these methods offer approximations to the decisions made according to game-theoretic studies. One example of this approach is presented by Faratin, Sierra and Jennings in a number of papers (see Sierra et al., 1997; Faratin, 2000). In this model, various heuristic decision functions are used for evaluating and generating offers or proposals (i.e., potential deals) in multi-attribute negotiation (Faratin et al., 1998). A method for generating tradeoffs is also presented, which aids the construction of alternative offers.

Footnotes:
2 For a more comprehensive comparison between the various approaches to automated negotiation, see Jennings et al. (2001).
3 We say “economic” agents because economics is concerned with the interaction among people, organisations, etc., rather than among computational agents.
4 A growing research area in economics that addresses some of the limitations of conventional models is evolutionary game theory (Samuelson, 1998), in which the assumption of unbounded rationality is relaxed. In evolutionary models, games are played repeatedly, and strategies are tested through a trial-and-error learning process in which players gradually discover that some strategies work better than others. However, other assumptions, such as the availability of a preference valuation function, still hold. Another attempt is the modelling of “bounded rationality” by explicitly capturing elements of the process of choice, such as limited memory, limited knowledge, approximate preferences (that ignore minor differences between options), etc. (Rubinstein, 1997).
during bargaining (Faratin et al., 2002). Kowalczyzk and Bui (2001) presented a negotiation model with decision procedures based on distributed constraint satisfaction (Yokoo, 1998). This was later extended to allow for multiple concurrent negotiations (Rahwan et al., 2002) and to accommodate fuzzy (as opposed to “crisp”) constraints (Kowalczyzk, 2000). The idea of using fuzzy constraint satisfaction was further investigated by Luo et al. (2003). Fatima et al. (2001; 2002, 2004) study the influence of information and time constraints on the negotiation equilibrium in a particular heuristic model.

While heuristic methods do indeed overcome some of the shortcomings of game-theoretic approaches, they also have a number of disadvantages (Jennings et al., 2001). Firstly, the models often lead to outcomes that are sub-optimal because they adopt an approximate notion of rationality and because they do not examine the full space of possible outcomes. Secondly, it is very difficult to predict precisely how the system and the constituent agents will behave. Consequently, the models need extensive evaluation through simulations and empirical analysis.

2.3 Argumentation-based approaches to negotiation

Although game theoretic and heuristic based approaches have produced sophisticated systems and are highly suitable for a wide range of applications, they share some further limitations in addition to those mentioned above.

In most game-theoretic and heuristic models, agents exchange proposals (i.e. potential agreements or potential deals). This, for example, can be a promise to purchase a good at a specified price in an English auction, a value assignment to multiple attributes in a multi-dimensional auction (Wurman, 1999), or an alternate offer in a bargaining encounter (Larson & Sandholm, 2002). Agents are not allowed to exchange any additional information other than what is expressed in the proposal itself. This can be problematic, for example, in situations where agents have limited information about the environment, or where their rational choices depend on those of other agents.

Another limitation of conventional approaches to automated negotiation is that agent’s utilities or preferences are usually assumed to be completely characterised prior to the interaction. Thus an agent is assumed to have a mechanism by which it can assess and compare any two proposals. This may be easy, for example, when the utility of the negotiation object is defined in terms of a monetary value, such as the charging rate of a phone call. An agent can compare the proposals of two phone service providers by simply comparing how much they charge per minute. However, in more complex negotiation situations, such as trade union negotiations, agents may well have incomplete information which limits this capability. Thus, agents might:

- lack some of the information relevant to making a comparison between two potential outcomes;
- have limited resources preventing them from acquiring such information;
- have the information, but lack the time needed to process it in order to make the comparison;
- have inconsistent or uncertain beliefs about the environment;
- have unformed or undetermined preferences (e.g., about products new to them); or
- have incoherent preferences.

Thus, to overcome these limitations, the process of acquiring information, resolving uncertainties, revising preferences, etc. often takes place as part of the negotiation process itself.

A further drawback of traditional models to automated negotiation is that agents’ preferences over proposals are often assumed to be proper in the sense that they reflect the true benefit the agent receives from satisfying these preferences. For example, an agent attempting to purchase a car might assign a high value to a particular brand according to its belief that this brand makes safer
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5 This is typically the case, for instance, with network goods such as fax machines or computer operating systems. Here, the value of a fax machine to one agent depends on whether or not other agents have fax machines.
Argumentation-based negotiation

From the discussion above it should be clear that there is no universal approach to automated negotiation that suits every problem domain. Rather, there is a set of approaches, each based on

6 In this survey, we do not treat the topic of argumentation based on defeasible or non-monotonic reasoning as discussed, for example, by Prakken and Vreeswijk (2002), Vreeswijk (1997), Chesnevar et al. (2000), Dung (1995) and Loui (1987). Our focus here is on the general characteristics of argumentation in negotiation models for multi-agent systems. One may use either of the above argumentation systems as a basis for an argument-based negotiation system.

7 The region of acceptability may be defined as the complete set of outcomes the agent is willing to accept.

8 Promises and threats are also captured in evolutionary game-theoretic models (Samuelson, 1998). For example, by punishing non-cooperative moves by its opponent, an agent sends an indirect threat for future iterations of the game. However, such threats and rewards span over multiple, complete iterations of the same encounter, rather than being part of a single encounter.

cars than other brands. If this belief is false, then the preferences do not properly reflect the agent’s actual gain if it was to purchase that car.

Finally, game-theoretic and heuristic approaches assume that agents’ utilities or preferences are fixed. One agent cannot directly influence another agent’s preference model, or any of its internal mental attitudes (e.g., beliefs, desires, goals, etc.) that generate its preference model. A rational agent would only modify its preferences upon receipt of new information. Traditional automated negotiation mechanisms do not facilitate the exchange of this information.

Against this background, argumentation-based approaches to negotiation attempt to overcome the above limitations by allowing agents to exchange additional information, or to “argue” about their beliefs and other mental attitudes during the negotiation process. In the context of negotiation, we view an argument as a piece of information that may allow an agent to: (a) justify its negotiation stance; or (b) influence another agent’s negotiation stance (Jennings et al., 1998).

Thus, in addition to accepting or rejecting a proposal, an agent can offer a critique of it. This can help make negotiations more efficient. By understanding why its counterpart cannot accept a particular deal, an agent may be in a better position to make an alternative offer that has a higher chance of being acceptable. In a trade union dispute, for example, an agent representing the worker’s union might refuse an offer for a modified pension plan made by the organisation’s management agent (Sycara, 1985, 1992). As a response, the management agent might offer a different pension plan. If the union agent had been able to explain that the problem with the initial offer was not with its pension plan but rather that it did not include reduced working hours, the management agent would not have bothered exploring different pension plans. Instead, the management agent would have concentrated on finding an arrangement for workload reduction.

Another type of information that can be exchanged is a justification of a proposal, stating why an agent made such a proposal or why the counterpart should accept it. This may make it possible to change the other agent’s region of acceptability? (Jennings et al., 1998), or the nature of the negotiation space itself. For example, an employee negotiating a salary raise might propose a big increase that gets rejected by the manager. After the employee justifies the proposal by denoting her significant achievements during the year, the manager might accept. Agents may also exchange information that results in changing the negotiation object itself, by introducing new attributes (or dimensions) to the negotiation object. For example, the manager might modify the negotiation object such that the negotiation involves not only the salary amount, but also the number of working hours. In this way, the manager might be able to offer reduced working hours instead of a salary increase.

An agent might also make a threat or promise a reward in order to exert some pressure on its counterpart to accept a proposal. For example, a manager requesting a project to be completed by a short deadline might promise a salary raise (or threaten to fire the employees) in order to entice them to allocate more time to working on that particular project8.

2.4 Summary

From the discussion above it should be clear that there is no universal approach to automated negotiation that suits every problem domain. Rather, there is a set of approaches, each based on
different assumptions about the environment and the agents involved in the interaction. The
class of approaches that we focus on in this paper, often referred to as argumentation-
based negotiation (ABN) frameworks, is gaining increasing popularity for its potential ability to
overcome the limitations of more conventional approaches to automated negotiation. However,
such models are typically more complex than their game-theoretic and heuristic counterparts.

Against this background, the aim of this analytical survey is to identify the main components of
an abstract framework for ABN and discuss the different attempts to realise these components.
While doing so, we highlight the major challenges encountered in the field.

3 External elements of ABN frameworks

At present, there is no agreed approach to characterising all negotiation frameworks. However, we
believe it is instructive to develop such a framework so that the essential components that are
needed to conduct automated negotiation, and consequently their associated challenges, can be
clearly identified. In this section, we outline those elements that we consider are essential in the
design of an ABN framework in particular. By developing an understanding of what an ABN
framework is expected to contain, we are in a better position to understand and analyse existing
models that have been proposed in the literature. Moreover, this nomenclature enables us to
identify the ABN landscape and the main open research questions in the field. In the course of the
discussion, we outline some of the major characteristics that differentiate ABN frameworks from
other non-argumentation-based approaches to automated negotiation.

Abstractly, a negotiation framework can be viewed in terms of its negotiating agents (with their
internal motivations, decision mechanisms, knowledge bases, etc.) and the environment in which
these agents interact (with its rules of interaction, communication language, and information
stores). In the remainder of this section, we discuss the main elements that define an ABN
framework. In particular, we focus on the elements external to the agent (i.e. those elements that
define the environment in which the ABN agents operate and interact). We leave the discussion of
the internal features of ABN agents to Section 4.

3.1 Communication language and domain language

Negotiation is, by definition, a form of interaction between agents. Therefore, a negotiation
framework requires a language that facilitates such communication (Labrou et al., 1999). Elements
of the communication language are usually referred to as locutions, utterances or speech acts (Searle,
1969; Traum, 1999). Traditional automated negotiation mechanisms normally include the basic
locutions such as propose for making proposals, accept for accepting proposals, and reject
for rejecting proposals.

In addition to the communication language, agents often need a common domain language for
referring to concepts of the environment, the different agents, time, proposals, and so on. When
a statement in the domain language is exchanged between agents, it is given particular meaning by
the communication language utterance that encapsulates it. For example, in the framework
presented by Sierra et al. (1998), the locution offer(a, b, Price=$200 \land Item=palm130, t\_i), means
that agent a proposes to agent b, at time t\_i the sale of item palm130 for the price of $200. On the

There are other ways in which a negotiation framework can be viewed abstractly, such as those presented
by Bartolini et al. (2002) and Wurman et al. (2001), which view auction frameworks in terms of the rules that
parametrise them. However, since these frameworks focus on auction mechanisms, they mainly address the
external rules of interaction, and do not address issues such as commitments and preference modification. We
believe our model is more suitable for the task at hand because it marks out the features that are peculiar to
argumentation-based approaches.

Note that this language may be different from the language used internally by an agent. In such cases, the
agent needs to perform some type of translation into the common language in order for communication to
work (Sierra et al., 1998).
other hand, the reject locution gives the same content a different meaning. The locution \(\text{reject}(b, a, \text{Price} = \$200 \land \text{Item} = \text{palm130}, t_2)\) means that agent \(b\) rejects such a proposal made by agent \(a\).

In ABN frameworks, agents need richer communication and domain languages to be able to exchange meta-level information (i.e. information other than that describing outcomes). Therefore, a major distinguishing factor of ABN frameworks is in the type of information that can be expressed and exchanged between agents and, consequently, in the specifications of the agents that generate and evaluate this information. Table 1 shows the main distinguishing features between ABN and non-ABN frameworks as they relate to the communication and domain languages.

### 3.1.1 State of the art

In existing ABN frameworks, various domain and communication languages have been proposed. They range from those designed as simplistic domain specific languages to more complex languages grounded in rich logical models of agency.

In multi-agent systems, two major proposals for agent communication languages have been advanced, namely the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) (Mayfield et al., 1996) and the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents’ Agent Communication Language (FIPA ACL) (FIPA, 2001). FIPA ACL, for example, offers 22 locutions. The contents of the messages can be in any domain language. The locution \(\text{inform}(a, b, \varphi, \text{lan})\), for example, allows agent \(a\) to inform another agent \(b\) of statement \(\varphi\) which is in language \(\text{lan}\). Other locutions exist allowing agents to express proposals for action, acceptance and rejection of proposals, make various queries about time and place, and so on. FIPA ACL has been given semantics in the form of pre- and post-conditions of each locution. This semantics are based on *speech act theory*, due to a philosopher of language John Austin (Austin, 1962) and his student John Searle (Searle, 1969), in which a locution is seen as an action that affects the world in some way.

While FIPA ACL offers the benefits of being a more or less standard agent communication language, it fails to capture all the utterances needed in a negotiation interaction. For example, FIPA ACL does not have locutions expressing the desire to enter or leave a negotiation interaction, to provide an explicit critique to a proposal or to request an argument for a claim. While such locutions may be constructed by injecting particular domain language statements within locutions similar to those of FIPA ACL, the semantics of these statements fall outside the boundaries of the communication language. Consider the following locution from the framework presented by Kraus et al. (1998):

\[
\text{Request}(j, i, \text{Do}(i, a), \text{Do}(i, a) \rightarrow \text{Do}(j, \beta)).
\]

In this locution, agent \(j\) requests that agent \(i\) performs action \(a\) and supports that request with an argument stating that if \(i\) accepts, \(j\) will perform action \(\beta\) in return. For the locution to properly

---

Table 1  Differences between ABN and non-ABN frameworks with respect to domain and communication languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-ABN frameworks</th>
<th>ABN frameworks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain language</td>
<td>Expresses proposals only (e.g., by describing products available for sale)</td>
<td>Expresses proposals as well as meta-information about the world, agent’s beliefs, preferences, goals, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication language</td>
<td>Locutions allow agents to pass call for bids, proposals, acceptance and rejection, etc.</td>
<td>In addition, locutions allow agents to pass meta-information either separately or in conjunction with other locutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
express a promise, action $\beta$ must actually be desired by agent $i$. If, in contrast, $\beta$ is undesirable to $i$, the same locution becomes a threat and might deter $i$ from executing $\alpha$. The locution Request, however, does not include information that conveys this distinction.

In order to deal with the above problem, ABN framework designers often choose to provide their own negotiation-specific locutions, which hold the appropriate semantics of the message within them. For example, Sierra et al. (1998) and Ramchurn et al. (2003b) provide explicit locutions for expressing threats and rewards (e.g., threaten($i, j, \alpha, \beta$) and promise($i, j, \alpha, \beta$)).

Having discussed some issues relating to the communication languages in ABN, let us now discuss the domain languages. In negotiation, the domain language must, at least, be capable of expressing the object of negotiation. In Sierra et al.’s model, the domain language can express variables representing negotiation issues (or attributes), constants representing values for the negotiation issues (including a special constant ‘?’ denoting the absence of value), as well as equality and conjunction. This enables them to express full or partial multiple-attribute proposals. For example, the sentence

$$(\text{Price} = £10) \land (\text{Quality} = \text{high}) \land (\text{Penalty} = ?)$$

expresses a proposal to agree on a high-quality product or service for the price of £10, and with a cancellation penalty yet to be agreed upon. There is also a meta-language for explicitly expressing preferences. For example, the statement $\text{Pref}([\text{Price} = £10], [\text{Price} = £20])$ expresses the fact that an agent prefers a price of £10 to £20.

In addition, ABN frameworks may need some way to express plans and resources needed for different plans. This is because agents participating in negotiation may be doing so in order to obtain resources needed for executing their plans. This means that an agent may be able to inform another agent of (parts of) its plans in order to justify its request for particular resources. Sadri et al. (2002), for example, express plans using the $\text{plan}(.)$ predicate. The formula

$$\text{plan}(.\text{hit}(\text{nail}), \text{hang}(\text{picture}), \{\text{picture, nail, hammer}\})$$

denotes a plan (or intention) to hit a nail and hang a picture. The resources this plan requires are a picture, a nail and a hammer.

Some ABN frameworks also explicitly express information about agents’ mental attitudes. The ABN frameworks presented by Kraus et al. (1998) and by Parsons et al. (1998), for example, allow an agent to represent beliefs about other agents’ beliefs, desires, intentions, capabilities, and so on, and are based on logics of belief, desire and intention (BDI) (Rao & Georgeff, 1995; Wooldridge, 2000). An agent can use this information not only in its internal reasoning processes, but also in its interaction with other agents.

The usefulness of the domain language in the context of ABN becomes particularly apparent when agents provide arguments for requesting certain resources, for rejecting certain requests, and so on. The richer the domain language, the richer the arguments that can be exchanged between agents. This will become more evident when we discuss argument generation and evaluation in the following sections.

3.1.2 Challenges

There are a number of challenges in the design of domain and communication languages for ABN. First, there is a need to provide rich communication languages with clear semantics. To this end, McBurney et al. (2003) specified a set of locations as part of a dialogue game\footnote{Dialogue games are interactions between two or more players, where each player makes a move by making some utterance in a common communication language and according to some pre-defined rules. Dialogue games have their roots in the philosophy of argumentation (Aristotle, 1928; Hamblin, 1970). In multi-agent systems, dialogue games have been used to specify dialogue protocols for persuasion (Amgoud et al., 2000a), negotiation (Amgoud & Parsons, 2001), and team formation (Dignum et al., 2000).} for purchase
negotiation among multiple agents. The authors provided public axiomatic semantics to their locutions by stating each locution’s externally observable preconditions, the possible response, and the updates to the information and commitment stores. Moreover, the framework presents operational semantics of the whole framework, connecting locutions with each other via the agents’ decision mechanisms. However, this framework does not cover the whole spectrum of ABN situations. For example, there are no locutions for explicitly requesting, providing and challenging arguments, or for supporting argumentation over preference criteria. Locutions facilitating argument exchange have been proposed in other frameworks (e.g., Sadri et al., 2001a, 2002; Torroni & Toni, 2001; Angoud et al., 2000; Angoud & Parsons, 2001). There are opportunities for extending the model of McBurney et al. (2003) with a richer argumentation system.

Another prospect of future research is the building of common, standardised domain languages that agent designers can use in order to plug their agents into heterogeneous environments. Efforts towards semantic and syntactic interoperability in domain languages and ontologies, such as the DARPA Agent Markup Language (Hendler & McGuinness, 2000; McGuinness, 2001) and the W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL) (McGuinness & van Harmelen, 2003) are particularly relevant. There is a need for exploring the suitability of these domain languages for supporting ABN and understanding how arguments can be expressed and exchanged.

3.2 Negotiation protocol

Given a communication and domain language, a negotiation framework should also specify a negotiation protocol in order to constrain the use of the language. Here we view a protocol as a formal set of conventions governing the interaction among participants (Jennings et al., 2001). This includes the interaction protocol as well as other rules of the dialogue.

The interaction protocol specifies, at each stage of the negotiation process, who is allowed to say what. For example, after one agent makes a proposal, the other agent may be able to accept it, reject it or criticise it, but might not be allowed to ignore it by making a counterproposal. The protocol might be based solely on the last utterance made, or might depend on a more complex history of messages between agents.

The other rules that form part of the negotiation protocol may address the following issues (Esteva et al., 2001; Jennings et al., 2001):

- **rules for admission**, which specify when an agent can participate in a negotiation dialogue and under what conditions;
- **rules for participant withdrawal**, which specify when a participant may withdraw from the negotiation;
- **termination rules**, which specify when an encounter must end (e.g., if one agent utters an acceptance locution);
- **rules for proposal validity**, which specify when a proposal is compliant with some conditions (e.g., an agent may not be allowed to make a proposal that has already been rejected);
- **rules for outcome determination**, which specify the outcome of the interaction: in an auction-based framework, this would involve determining the winning bid(s) (Sandholm, 2002a); in argumentation-based frameworks, these rules might enforce some outcome based on the underlying theory of argumentation (e.g., if an agent cannot construct an argument against a request, it accepts it (Parsons et al., 1998));
- **commitment rules**, which specify how agents’ commitments should be managed, whether and when an agent can withdraw a commitment made previously in the dialogue, how inconsistencies between an utterance and a previous commitment are accounted for, and so on.

In ABN, the negotiation protocol is usually more complex than those in non-ABN. By “more complex”, we mean that the protocol may involve a larger number of locutions, and a larger
number of rules. This leads to computational complexity arising from processes such as checking the locutions for conformance with the protocol given the history of locutions.

3.2.1 State of the art
With respect to the interaction protocol, a variety of trends can be found in the ABN literature. Interaction protocols can either be specified in an explicit accessible format, or only be implicit and hardwired into the agents’ specification.

Explicit specification of interaction protocols may be done using finite-state machines (e.g., Sierra et al., 1998; Parsons et al., 1998). While this approach may be useful when the interaction involves a limited number of permitted locutions, it becomes harder to specify and understand when the number of locutions and their interactions increases significantly. This is particularly problematic when different agent designers need to look up the interaction protocol specification to guide their agents’ design and implementation. In such cases, other forms of protocol specification may be more suitable.

Another way of expressing interaction protocols explicitly is using dialogue games (as in, e.g., Amgoud et al. (2000), Amgoud and Parsons (2001), McBurney et al. (2003)). As mentioned above, dialogue games have the advantage of providing clear and precise semantics of the dialogues, by stating the pre- and post-conditions of each locution as well as its effects on agents’ commitments. The following is the specification of a locution from the protocol presented by McBurney et al. (2003). This locution allows a seller (or advisor) agent to announce that it (or another seller) is willing to sell a particular option.\footnote{We leave the discussion of “information stores” and “commitment stores” to Section 3.3.}

**Locution:** willing_to_sell($P_1, T, P_2$, $V$), where $P_1$ is either an advisor or a seller, $T$ is the set of participants, $P_2$ is a seller and $V$ is a set of sales options.

**Preconditions:** some participant $P_3$ must have previously uttered a locution seek_info ($P_3$, $S$, $p$) where $P_3 \in S$ (the set of sellers), and the options in $V$ satisfy constraint $p$.

**Meaning:** the speaker $P_1$ indicates to audience $T$ that agent $P_2$ is willing to supply the finite set $V = \{\bar{a}, \bar{b}, \ldots\}$ of purchase options to any buyer in set $T$. Each of these options satisfy constraint $p$ uttered as part of the prior seek_i() locution.

**Response:** none required.

**Information store updates:** for each $\bar{a} \in V$, the 3-tuple $(T, P_2, \bar{a})$ is inserted into $IS(P_1)$, the information store for agent $P_1$.

**Commitment store updates:** no effects.

One advantage of dialogue game protocols is that they have public axiomatic semantics. This is because they refer only to observable pre-conditions and effects, rather than to the agents’ internal mental attitudes. This makes it easier to verify whether agents are conforming to the protocol.

Other frameworks implicitly hardwire the interaction protocol into the agents’ internal specification (e.g., Kraus et al., 1998; Sadri et al., 2001a, b, 2002; Torroni & Toni, 2001). In these frameworks, the interaction protocol is specified using logical constraints expressed in the form of if–then rules. Since these frameworks describe a logic-based approach to agent specification (Kraus et al., 1998) implement their agents using logic programs, while Sadri et al. (2001b) use abductive logic programs, the protocol rules are coded as part of the agent’s program. These rules take the form $P(t) \land C(t) \Rightarrow P'(t+1)$, meaning that if the agent received performative (i.e. locution) $P$ at time $t$, and condition $C$ was satisfied at that time, then the agent must use the performative $P'$ at the next time point. The condition $C$ describes the rationality precondition in the agent’s mental state. For example, one rule might state that if an agent received a performative which includes a request for a resource and it does not have that resource, then it must refuse the request. Note that this constitutes private semantics of the protocol, and is hence harder to enforce by an external regulator.
The termination rules in negotiation protocols specified as finite-state machines are defined as a set of links to a final state. This is usually the case when one agent utters a withdrawaccept() location. In the framework of McBurney et al. (2003), a rule specifies that the dialogue ends after an agent utters the location withdraw_dialogue() causing either no remaining sellers or no remaining buyers in the dialogue. In some frameworks, however, no termination rules have been defined, and hence the dialogue remains open even after agreement or failure.

In relation to outcome determination rules, some frameworks determine outcomes based on the logical structure of interacting arguments. For example, in the frameworks of Parsons et al. (1998) and Amgoud et al. (2000), a rule specifies that an agent must accept a request if it fails to produce an argument against that request. A similar case occurs when agents argue about their beliefs – an agent must accept a proposition if it fails to provide an argument for the negation of the proposition. In this sense, outcome determination is implicit in the underlying argumentation logic. In other frameworks, such as those of Kraus et al. (1998) and Ramchurn et al. (2003), outcomes are reached through uttering a specific location explicitly (e.g., by uttering accept(())). Agents may utter such a location based on some internal utility evaluation.

We leave the discussion of commitment rules to Section 3.3, where we discuss commitment stores.

3.2.2 Challenges
Protocols for ABN share the challenges faced in the design of argumentation protocols in general. For example, there is a need for qualities such as fairness, clarity of the underlying argumentation theory, discouragement of disruption by participants, rule consistency, and so on.

One particularly important property is that of termination. To this end, some rules for preventing certain causes of infinite dialogues have been proposed. For example, the protocol of Amgoud and Parsons (2001) does not allow agents to repeat the exact same locations over and over again. The intuition is that this would prevent the agent from, say, repeating the same question over and over again. In subsequent papers, the authors present further analysis of the outcomes of various argumentation-based dialogues (Parsons et al., 2002, 2003).

Torroni (2002) studied termination and success in the ABN framework presented earlier (Sadri et al., 2001b). Since the ABN framework is grounded in an operationally defined agent architecture based on abductive logic programming, it has been possible to study some properties by referring to the machinery of abduction. In particular, the author determined an upper limit to the maximum length of a dialogue, measured in the number of exchanged messages. Since these results are strongly dependant on the underlying logical system, it is not clear whether these results can be generalised to a variety of protocols without regard to the internal agent architecture.

Another important desired property in ABN protocols is that of guaranteed success. Wooldridge and Parsons (2000) investigated the conditions under which particular logic-based negotiation protocols terminate with agreement. They provided results showing the complexity of solving this problem with negotiation frameworks using different domain languages. Most interestingly, they showed that the problem of determining whether a given protocol can be guaranteed to succeed, when used with a FIPA-like communication language, is provably intractable.

An important problem related to interaction protocols in general is that of conformance checking. This problem is concerned with answering the question of whether a particular utterance is acceptable, given the history and context of interaction. Conformance checking is one of the sources of complexity in dialogue systems; however, to date, it has received little attention in the ABN literature. Recently, Huget and Wooldridge (2003) investigated applying model checking techniques to this problem.

14 For a more elaborate discussion of the properties desired in argumentation protocols, refer to (McBurney et al., 2002).
Another avenue of future research is in the design of admission rules in negotiation protocols. While some frameworks (e.g., McBurney et al., 2003) require that agents explicitly request to enter a negotiation dialogue, to our knowledge, no ABN framework includes external rules that govern admission to the negotiation dialogue. One may envisage situations where only agents with particular credentials, such as reputation or performance history, may be admitted to a negotiation. More work needs to be done on investigating the effect of different admission rules on the outcome of negotiation. For example, a malicious agent may attempt to disrupt the interaction among other participants, and hence should not be admitted. Relevant work has been done in the context of agent admission to electronic institutions (Rodriguez-Aguilar & Sierra, 2002).

3.3 Information stores

In some ABN frameworks, there is no explicit centralised information store available. Instead, agents internally keep track of past utterances (e.g., Kraus et al., 1998). However, in many negotiation frameworks there is a need to keep externally accessible information during interaction. For example, we might need to store the history of utterances for future reference or to store information about the reputation of participants (Rubiera et al., 2001; Yu & Singh, 2002). Moreover, having external information stores makes it possible to perform some kind of enforcement of protocol-related behaviours. For example, we may be able to prevent an agent from denying a promise it has previously made.

3.3.1 State of the art

One type of information store that is common in the argumentation literature is the commitment store\textsuperscript{15}. Commitment stores were initially conceived by Hamblin (1970) as a way of tracking the claims made by participants in dialogue games. Hamblin studied dialogues over beliefs, although he was at pains to state that commitments made in dialogue games should not be construed as necessarily representing the real beliefs of the respective participants (Hamblin, 1970, p. 257). Hamblin’s notion of commitment store has been influential in later work on dialogue games, both in philosophy and in multi-agent systems, although the notions of commitment used sometimes differ. In the work on the philosophy of dialogue (e.g., Walton & Krabbe, 1995) the focus is on action commitments, i.e., promises to initiate, execute or maintain an action or course of actions. Commitments to defend a claim if questioned, called propositional commitments, are viewed as special cases of such action commitments by these authors. In the multi-agent systems literature the concern is usually with action commitments, where the actions concerned are assumed to take place outside the agent dialogue. For example, one agent may commit to providing a specified product or service to another agent.

Note that commitment stores should not be confused with the interaction history, which only records the sequence of utterances during the whole interaction\textsuperscript{16}. While the latter only form a passive storage of “unprocessed” utterances, commitments in commitment stores have more elaborate consequences. For example, when an agent asserts a proposition \( p \), it may not only be committed to believe that \( p \) holds, but also to defending that \( p \) (if challenged), not denying that \( p \), giving evidence that \( p \), and so on (Walton & Krabbe, 1995). In the multi-agent systems literature, Singh (2000) gave “social” semantics for commitments using modal operators in branching-time logic. These semantics are public (i.e., based on external observations of utterances as opposed to agents’ internal mental states) and hence can be used for specifying, and checking for conformance with, the interaction protocols. Amgoud et al. (2002) also present social semantics of communication based on argumentation. Another difference of commitment stores in comparison with interaction histories is that commitment stores have specific commitment rules governing the

\textsuperscript{15} For a more detailed discussion of commitments in multi-agent dialogues, see Maudet and Draa (2002).

\textsuperscript{16} Sierra et al. (1998) use the term negotiation thread, while Sadri et al. (2001b) use the term dialogue store.
addition and removal of statements that the agent is committed to. One rule may specify, for example, that if the agent retracted a previously asserted claim, it must also retract every claim based on the former via logical deduction. Another relevant concept is that of pre-commitment proposed by Colombetti (2000). A request pre-commits the utterer in the sense that the utterer will be committed in case the hearer accepts the request. Commitment stores enable us to capture such pre-commitments.

In the ABN literature, Amgoud and Parsons (2001) define for each agent a publicly accessible commitment store. Adding statements to the commitment store is governed by the dialogue-game rules. For example, when an agent accepts a request for action \( p \), then \( p \) is added to its commitment store. Agents may also be allowed to retract commitments under certain conditions. In the context of purchase negotiations, McBurney et al. (2003) dealt with the issue of retraction differently. For example, the framework involves two locutions, agree_to_buy() and agree_to_sell(), for committing to certain resource exchanges. Instead of providing explicit locutions for retracting these commitments, the authors provide additional locutions, willing_to_buy() and willing_to_sell(), which are softened versions of the former locutions, however, with no commitments incurred (i.e., they are free to refuse to sell or buy something they have previously agreed upon). This way, agents may usefully provide information without necessarily committing to it or having to explicitly retract it.

### 3.3.2 Challenges

The representation and manipulation of information stores is not a trivial task, and has significant effects on both the performance and outcomes of negotiation dialogues. In particular, information store manipulation rules have a direct effect on the types of utterances agents can make given their previous utterances (i.e., the protocol), the properties of the dialogues (e.g., termination), and the final outcome (e.g., the ability to change one’s mind coherently).

Some of the key questions that need to be addressed in an ABN framework are as follows. Under what conditions should an agent be allowed to retract its commitments and how would this affect the properties of dialogues? Under what conditions should an agent be forced to retract its commitments to maintain consistency? While these questions are being investigated in the multi-agent dialogue literature in general (Maudet & Chaib-draa, 2003), there are issues specific to negotiation dialogues. In particular, commitments to providing, requesting, and exchanging resources may require different treatments from commitments in other types of dialogues, such as persuasion or information seeking. Very little work on this problem has been done in existing ABN frameworks.

### 4 Elements of ABN agents

In the previous section, we discussed the different elements of an ABN framework that are external to the participating agents. Issues such as the interaction protocol, commitment rules, and communication languages represent the environment in which agents operate, but often these say little about how agents are specified, or how they reason about the interaction.

Before we get into a discussion of the general features of an ABN agent, we describe what constitutes (at an abstract level) a basic, non-ABN negotiating agent. This will allow us to clearly contrast the ABN agent from other negotiators, making our analysis more focused. Therefore, we begin by presenting a conceptual model of a simple negotiator in Figure 1. This captures, on a very abstract level, the main components needed by an agent in order to be capable of engaging in negotiation\(^\text{17}\). This model is not meant to be an idealisation of all existing models in the literature, but rather a useful starting point for illustrating how ABN agents differ from other types of agent.

\(^{17}\) For a more detailed discussion of the conceptual architectures for negotiating agents, refer to (Ashri et al., 2003).
We refer to an agent involved in negotiation interactions which largely depend on exchanging proposals, such as auction-based and bargaining agents, as a classical negotiating agent. This agent needs to have a *location interpretation* component, which parses incoming messages. These locutions usually contain a proposal, or an acceptance or rejection message of a previous proposal. They might also contain other information about the interaction, such as the identity of the sender (especially in the case of multi-party encounters). Acceptance messages usually terminate the encounter with a deal. A proposal may be stored in a *proposal database* for future reference. Proposals (or rejections) feed into a *proposal evaluation and generation component*, which ultimately makes a decision about whether to accept, reject or generate a counterproposal, or even terminate the negotiation\(^{18}\). This finally feeds into the *location generation* component which sends the response to the relevant party or parties.

A more sophisticated classical agent may maintain a *knowledge base* of its mental attitudes (such as beliefs, desires, preferences, and so on (Wooldridge, 2002)), as well as models of the environment and the negotiation counterpart(s). This knowledge may be used in the evaluation and generation of proposals by judging the validity and worth of the proposals made (for example, by verifying whether proposals are actually feasible and do not conflict with the current observations of the environment). Moreover, the knowledge base may be updated in the light of new information. However, the updates that can be made are somewhat limited because the only information usually available to the agent during the interaction is:

1. proposals (or bids) from the counterpart or a competitor;
2. a message rejecting a proposal initially made by the agent;
3. other observations from the environment (e.g., a manufacturing plant agent bidding for raw material may monitor customer demand changes and bid accordingly).

The agent may be able to infer certain things from this information. For example, by receiving a rejection the agent may infer that the counterpart does not rate certain attribute/value assignments highly. Similarly, by receiving a proposal (or by observing the proposal of another competing

\(^{18}\) Note that the way components operate is constrained by the negotiation protocol. For example, in English auctions, which are highly *asymmetric*, one agent usually only receives bids while others only generate them. In bargaining models (e.g., Kowalczek & Bui, 2001), however, the protocol tends to be *symmetric*, allowing both agents to evaluate and generate proposals.
In contrast with a classical negotiating agent, more sophisticated meta-level information can be explicitly exchanged between the ABN agents (see Figure 2). This, in turn, can have a direct effect on the agent’s knowledge base. Therefore, in addition to evaluating and generating proposals, an agent capable of participating in ABN must be equipped with mechanisms for evaluating arguments (and updating the mental state accordingly) and for generating and selecting arguments.

If the locution contains an argument, an argument evaluation or interpretation mechanism is invoked which updates the agent’s mental state accordingly. This may involve updating the agent’s mental attitudes about itself and/or about the environment and its counterparts. Now, the agent can enter the proposal evaluation stage in the light of this new information. Note that at this stage, not only does the agent evaluate the most recent proposal, but it can also re-evaluate previous proposals made by its counterparts; these proposals are stored in the proposal database. This is important since the agent might (intentionally or otherwise) be persuaded to accept a proposal it has previously rejected.

As a result of evaluating proposals, the agent may generate a counterproposal, a rejection, or an acceptance. In addition, however, a final argument generation mechanism is responsible for deciding what response to actually send to the counterpart and what (if any) arguments should accompany the response. For example, the proposal evaluation and generation component might decide that a proposal is not acceptable and the argument generation mechanism might accompany the rejection with a critique describing the reasons behind the rejection. Such arguments might also be explicitly requested by the other party or even enforced by the protocol. Note that an agent may also choose

---

19 Similar issues have been investigated in the study of signalling in game-theory (Spence, 1974).

20 Note that the actual way in which ABN agents are designed or implemented may differ from the above. For example, the agent might perform certain operations in a different order, or might combine or further decompose certain functionalities. Therefore, our conceptual model is to be taken in the abstract sense and should not be seen as a prescriptive account of how ABN agents must precisely look. Instead, it provides a useful point of departure for beginning an analysis of the generic features of these agents.
to send a stand-alone argument (i.e. not necessarily in conjunction with a proposal, acceptance or rejection).

At times, there might be a number of potential arguments that the agent can send. For example, in order to exert pressure on a counterpart, an agent might be able to either make a threat or present a logical argument supporting some action. Deciding on which argument to actually send is the responsibility of an argument selection mechanism. Finally, this information is given to the location generation mechanism which places this information in the proper message format and utters it.

In summary, negotiating agents must, at least, be able to:
1. interpret incoming locutions;
2. evaluate incoming proposals;
3. generate outgoing proposals;
4. generate outgoing locutions.

An ABN agent needs, in addition, to be able to:
1. evaluate incoming arguments and update its mental state accordingly;
2. generate candidate outgoing arguments;
3. select an argument from the set of available arguments.

Now that we have given an overview of the features of an ABN agent, we consider each of these features in more detail. In the course of doing so, we evaluate the state of the art and outline major challenges and opportunities.

4.1 Argument and proposal evaluation

Recall that an ABN agent needs to evaluate potential agreements proposed by its counterpart(s). The agent also needs to be able to evaluate arguments intended at influencing its mental state. While proposals may be evaluated more straightforwardly through comparison with some subjective preference criteria, argument evaluation is less trivial.

Argument evaluation is a central topic in the study of argumentation, and has been studied extensively by philosophers from at least the days of Aristotle (Aristotle, 1928; Hitchcock, 2002). In artificial intelligence, argument evaluation and comparison has been applied, for example, in internal agent deliberation (Kakas & Moraitis, 2003), in legal argumentation (Prakken & Sartor, 2001), and in medical diagnosis (Krause et al., 1995; Fox & Parsons, 1998).

Here, however, we find it useful to distinguish between two types of considerations in argument evaluation.

1. Objective considerations. An argument may be seen as a tentative proof for some conclusion. Hence, an agent, or a set of agents, may evaluate an argument based on some objective convention that defines how the quality of that proof is established. This may be done, for example, by investigating the correctness of its inference steps, or by examining the validity of its underlying assumptions. For example, Elvang-Goransson et al. (1993) proposed a classification of arguments into acceptability classes based on the strength of their construction. Arguments may also be evaluated based on their relationships with other arguments. For Dung (1995), for instance, an argument is said to be acceptable with respect to a set S of arguments if every argument attacking it is itself attacked by an argument from that set. The set S is said to be admissible if it is conflict free and all its arguments are acceptable with respect to S.

2. Subjective considerations. Instead of applying an objective, agent-independent convention for evaluating arguments, an agent may choose to consider its own preferences and motivations in making that judgement, or those of the intended audience. In the framework presented by Bench-Capon (2001), for example, different participants in a persuasion dialogue have different preferences over the "values" of arguments. Argument assessment and comparison would then take place in accordance with the preferences of the dialogue participants. This means that the
participants may influence the outcome of the argument evaluation process by having different subjective preferences.

Let us now examine the usage of the above considerations in different types of argumentation dialogues. If two agents are reasoning about what is true in the world (i.e. if they are conducting theoretical reasoning), then it makes sense for them to adopt an objective convention that is not influenced by their individual biases and motivations. For example, whether it is sunny outside should not be influenced by whether participants want it to be sunny, but rather only by the material evidence available.

If, on the other hand, two participants are engaged in a dialogue for deciding what course of action to take (i.e. if they are conducting practical reasoning), what division of scarce resources to agree upon or what goals to adopt, then it would make more sense for them to consider their subjective, internal motivations and perceptions, as well as the objective truth about their environment. Even objective facts may be perceived differently by different participants, and such differences in perception may play a crucial role in whether or not participants are able to reach agreement. For example, a potential airline traveller may perceive a particular airline as unsafe, while the staff of the airline itself may consider it to be safe. Presumably such a difference in perceptions may be resolved with recourse to objective criteria (if any can be agreed) regarding relative crash statistics, deaths-per-mile-flown on different airlines, etc. However, if, for example, potential travellers perceive a particular airline as unsafe compared with other airlines, despite objective evidence showing the airline to be safer than others, this perception may inhibit them from flying the airline anyway. The marketing team of the airline concerned, in trying to persuade potential travellers to fly with it, will have to engage in dialogue with potential customers on the basis of those customers’ subjective perceptions, even though such perception may be false. For the marketers to ignore such mis-perceptions risks the dialogue terminating without the potential customers flying the airline.

In summary, agents participating in negotiation are not concerned with establishing the truth per se, but rather with the satisfaction of their needs. Hence, negotiation dialogues require agents to perform argument evaluation based on objective as well as subjective criteria. In other words, agents need to perform argument evaluation as part of, or in relation to, proposal evaluation.

4.1.1 State of the art

As we argued above, argument evaluation in negotiation must involve both objective as well as subjective considerations, and hence must involve some subjective assessment of proposals put forward by negotiation counterparts. In this subsection, we show some approaches to proposal and argument evaluation in the existing ABN literature.

One approach to proposal and argument evaluation is to assume agents are benevolent, using the following simple normative rule: if I do not need a resource, I should give it away when asked. This approach can be found in a number of frameworks (e.g., Parsons et al., 1998; Amgoud et al., 2000b; Sadri et al., 2001b).

Consider the following example from Parsons et al. (1998). An agent a intending to hang a picture would produce, after executing its planning procedure, intentions to acquire a nail, a hammer and a picture. Interactions with other agents are only motivated in case the agent is not able to fulfil its intentions on its own. Suppose the agent does not have a nail. This leads the agent to adopt a new intention (we can call that a sub-intention) to acquire a nail, which may be written $I_a(\text{Have}(a, \text{nail}))$. If $a$ believes that another agent $b$ has a nail, it would generate another sub-sub-intention that $b$ gives the nail to it, written $I_a(\text{Give}(b, a, \text{nail}))$. This triggers a request to be

Refer to Rahwan et al. (2003c) for a related comparison between argumentation over goals and beliefs.

Note that objective argument evaluation may also take into account certain “preferences”, such as the trust the evaluator has in the agent proposing the argument. However, this remains aimed at establishing the truth, rather than being influenced by the agent’s personal gain.
made to agent $b$ in the form $H_1 \vdash I_b(\text{Give}(b, a, \text{nail}))$, where the argument $H_1$ constitutes the sequence of deductive steps taken to reach the request$^{23}$. In general, agent $b$ accepts the request unless it has a conflict with it. There are two types of conflict that would cause $b$ to reject the request as follows.

1. Agent $b$ has a conflicting intention. In argumentation terms, the agent refuses the proposal if it can build an argument that rebuts it.

2. Agent $b$ rejects one of the elements of the argument supporting the intention that denotes the request. In argumentation terms, the agent refuses the proposal because it can build an argument that undercuts it.

We explain the above two cases using the same picture-hanging example. An example of the first case is if agent $b$ rejects the proposal because it also needs the nail, say to hang a mirror (i.e. it can build an argument for the intention $I_b(\neg \text{Give}(b, a, \text{nail})))$. This argument is based on (among other things) the intention $I_b(\text{Can}(b, \text{hang(mirror))))$. An example of the second case is if, in the plan supporting the intention $I_b(\text{Give}(b, a, \text{nail}))$, agent $a$ made the false assumption that $b$ possesses a nail, written $B_b(\text{Have}(b, \text{nail}))$. If $b$ actually does not have a nail, then it would adopt the intention of modifying that belief, i.e. $I_b(\neg B_b(\text{Have}(b, \text{nail})))$. Agents continue through a process of argument exchange, which may involve recursively undercutting each other’s arguments until a resolution is reached.

In order for argumentation to work, agents must be able to compare arguments. This is needed, for example, in order to be able to reject “weak” arguments. Parsons et al. compare arguments by classifying them into acceptability classes based on the strength of their construction (Elvang-Geransson et al., 1993b). If two conflicting arguments belong to the same class, the authors assume the agent has some capability to perform comparisons based on utility analysis. However, they do not specify how this decision procedure is actually undertaken, nor do they specify the conditions it needs to satisfy.

A similar approach is taken by Sadri et al. (2001b). This framework, however, does not involve arguing about beliefs. If an agent $a$ receives a request for a resource and needs that resource for achieving some goal $g_a$, the agent rejects the request, unless an alternative acceptable plan for achieving $g_a$ can be produced by the counterpart, with a promise to provide any missing resources for that plan to $a$. Agents are also assumed to have some ordering over plans that allow them to choose between alternative plans.

In the frameworks of Parsons et al. and Sadri et al. described above, argument and proposal evaluation take into account a very simplistic subjective rule; that is, to accept any request that the agent does not currently need. While this may be useful for facilitating cooperative behaviour and making sure agents preserve their current subjective interests, it may not be suitable in open agent systems where agents may be purely self-interested and may refuse to provide any resources without something in return.

An alternative trend in proposal and argument evaluation is to explicitly take into account the utility of the agent. The basic idea is that the agent would calculate the expected utility in the cases where it accepts and rejects a particular proposal. By comparing the expected utilities in these two cases (i.e. in the resulting states), the agent would be able to make a decision about whether to accept or reject the proposal. In the framework of Kraus et al. (1998), the agent makes a decision about whether to accept a request by evaluating three factors: (i) the Collision Flag, which fires if the requested action conflicts with one of the agent’s intentions; (ii) the Convincing Factor, which is a value between 0 and 1 assigned to the argument using some ad hoc rule (e.g., an appeal to a past promise is assigned a value of 1 if the agent believes it has actually made such promise, and assigned 0 otherwise); and (iii) the Acceptability Value, which involves a numerical calculation of utility.

$^{23}$ Note that the argument (or plan) may not contain only intentions, but also belief and desire formulae about the agent and its environment. For example, in the argument $H_i$, agent $a$ may state the assumption that it believes $b$ has a nail, and so on.
tradeoffs in the case of accepting the request versus rejecting it. However, it is not clear, from the paper, how these factors are combined to produce a final decision.

Ramchurn et al. (2003b) built on the work of Kraus et al. (1998) and took it further by factoring the trust the agent has in its counterpart when calculating the expected values. The probability of moving into the proposed state is captured by the uncertainty expressed in the trust value. The different factors taken into consideration are combined using fuzzy reasoning mechanisms.

Sierra et al. (1998) introduced authority as a criteria for evaluating arguments. They presented an authority graph imposed by a relation over agent roles. This graph can be used to specify, for each pair of agents, which agent has higher authority. The authors also propose a way of comparing the authority levels of sets of agents. This can be used to compare arguments involving statements made by multiple agents. An argument \( H_1 \) is preferred to another \( H_2 \) if and only if the authority level of agents involved in \( H_1 \) is higher than those in \( H_2 \). As an example, the authors define a conciliatory agent, which accepts appeal-to-authority arguments regardless of the content of the justification of the appeal. This means that there would be no difference between a strong appeal and a weak (or even meaningless) one. While authority seems to be a useful factor in evaluating arguments in an organisation, it seems unreasonable to rely solely on it. There are, therefore, opportunities for combining authority with the other argument evaluation techniques described earlier.

4.1.2 Challenges

The discussion above shows that the nature of argument evaluation depends largely on the object of negotiation and the way that agents represent and update their internal mental states. For example, in the framework presented by Parsons et al. (1998), agents are able to perform some objective argumentation over their beliefs about the availability of resources, the achievability of intentions, and so on. This allows agents to potentially modify each other’s mental attitudes, which may influence their preferences. In frameworks such as those of Ramchurn et al. (2003b) and Kraus et al. (1998), on the other hand, evaluation is based solely on the direct comparison of expected utilities. Agents do not influence each other’s beliefs, but rather exert pressure on each other by exercising their ability to influence the outcomes (for example, by making a promise or a threat). In other words, an agent would not voluntarily modify its position as a result of correcting its perceptions of the environment, but rather forcefully concede on its position as a result of pressure from its counterpart. Many opportunities exist for combining the objective (belief-based) and subjective (value-based) approaches to argument evaluation. For example, how can we combine the objective evaluation of the logical form of an argument with a subjective evaluation of its consequences based on utility, trust, authority, etc.?

Another challenge is that of providing unified argumentation frameworks that facilitate negotiation dialogues involving the notions of goals, beliefs, plans, etc. Rahwan et al. (2003c) argued that systems of argumentation designed for arguing about beliefs are not readily suitable for allowing for argumentation over goals, particularly due to the different ways conflict resolution among arguments must be dealt with. For example, there is a difference between attacking a goal by demonstrating that it is not achievable and attacking it by demonstrating that it is not useful.

Rahwan et al. (2003b, c) demonstrated different ways in which goals may relate to their sub-goals, their super-goals and the agent’s beliefs. This allows one to characterise different types of arguments that may be provided against a particular goal, and how they can, if successful, affect the agents’ mental states. For example, the following statement represents an argument stating that the goal of going to Sydney is justified by the belief that there is a conference there (written \( \text{justify}({\text{confInSyd}}, \text{goSyd}) \)), that this goal is achievable by buying a ticket and arranging accommodation (written \( \text{achieve}({\text{buyTicket}}, \text{arrangeAccom}), \text{goSyd} \)), and that it is instrumental towards the more basic goal of presenting a paper, (written \( \text{instr}(\text{goSyd}, \text{presentPaper}) \)):

\[
((\{\text{presentPaper}\}, \{\text{confInSyd}\}, \{\text{buyTicket}\}, \text{arrangeAccom})\Rightarrow \text{goSyd})
\]
The following are some ways of attacking the argument for the goal goSyd.

1. **Attack:** present statement $\neg \text{achieve}(\texttt{buyTicket, arrangeAccomm}, \texttt{goSyd})$. Here, the counterpart attacks the relation between the subgoals and the goal in question by arguing that buying a ticket and arranging accommodation are not sufficient for going to Sydney (say, one also needs to book a taxi to the airport).

   **Effect:** the statement $\neg \text{achieve}(\texttt{buyTicket, arrangeAccomm}, \texttt{goSyd})$ is removed from the knowledge base. If no alternative plan is found, the goal is deemed unachievable and must be dropped.

2. **Attack:** present statement $\text{instr(}\texttt{goPerth, presentPaper})$. Here, the counterpart provides an alternative plan for presenting the paper without having to go to Sydney (say, there is a similar conference in Perth).

   **Effect:** statement $\text{instr(}\texttt{goPerth, presentPaper})$ is added to the agent’s knowledge base. The agent then compares the proposed plan (involving going to Perth) with the existing plan (involving going to Sydney), and based on the outcome of this comparison, the goal goSyd might be dropped (along with the whole plan to which it belongs).

The paper discusses other types of possible attacks, as a preliminary step to understanding the *space of possible influences* ABN agents may (or must be able to) exert in the course of dialogue.

Another attempt to unify argumentation over beliefs with argumentation over values was presented by Fox and Parsons (1998). In this framework, Fox and Parsons distinguished between *belief arguments* and *value arguments*. A value argument represents the value of a state or condition from a particular point of view. The authors provide a qualitative probabilistic model for *flattening* arguments relating to the same conclusion, and *combining* arguments relating to different conclusions to make composite conclusions. The belief-argument flattening and combination functions satisfy the axioms of probabilistic reasoning about beliefs, while the value-argument functions satisfy the axioms of utility theory. An agent can then use a third pair of flattening and combination functions to derive the *expected value* of the situation(s) resulting from executing an action. This involves considering the values of resulting states as well as the probabilities of their occurrence. Therefore, this can be seen as an argumentation-based qualitative decision theory.

### 4.2 Argument and proposal generation

Another central problem in the study of argumentation is that of argument generation. This problem is concerned with generating *candidate* arguments\(^{24}\) to present to a dialogue counterpart. These arguments are usually sent in order to entice the counterpart to accept some proposed agreement. Hence, in negotiation, argument and proposal generation are closely related processes.

#### 4.2.1 State of the art

In existing ABN frameworks, proposal generation is usually made as a result of some utility evaluation or planning process. For example, Sierra *et al.* (1998) and Ramchurn *et al.* (2003b) assumed that agents have a means of generating proposals that increase (or maximise) their utilities. Kraus *et al.* (1998), Parsons *et al.* (1998), and Sadri *et al.* (2001b) used an underlying planner to generate a set of actions or resources needed to achieve some intention. Agents then request the actions or resources they cannot achieve or obtain on their own from other agents. If they fail to obtain immediate acceptance, they may propose to perform an action (or set of actions) or to provide resources in return for acceptance. This may be done by just giving away what they do not need, or by measuring the utilities they lose in the exchange.

Proposals may be accompanied by arguments. In the framework of Kraus *et al.* (1998), for example, agents may choose to accompany proposals with arguments generated using explicit rules. By means of an illustration, the following is an informal description of the threat-generation rule for agent $i$:

---

\(^{24}\) We leave the discussion of selecting the *best* argument to Section 4.3.
IF
A request has been sent to agent \( j \) to perform action \( \alpha \) &
\( j \) rejected this request &
\( j \) has goals \( g_1 \) and \( g_2 \) &
\( j \) prefers \( g_2 \) to \( g_1 \) &
doing \( \alpha \) achieves \( \neg g_1 \) &
doing \( \beta \) achieves \( \neg g_2 \) &
i believes doing \( \beta \) is credible and appropriate
THEN
i requests \( \alpha \) again with the following threat:
if you don’t do \( \alpha \), I will do \( \beta \)

If the rule body is satisfied, the corresponding threat will become a candidate argument. The agent may generate other candidate arguments, such as promises or appeals, using other rules.

In a similar fashion, Ramchurn et al. (2003b) provided “preconditions” for each argument to become a candidate argument. For example, for an agent to promise to perform action \( \alpha \) in return for \( \beta \), it must believe the counterpart actually wants \( \alpha \) to be executed, that its gain from having \( \alpha \) executed outweighs the cost of it performing \( \beta \), and so on.

As mentioned above, the frameworks of Parsons et al. (1998), Sadri et al. (2001b) and Amgoud et al. (2000b) take a planning approach to proposal generation. Arguments are, in fact, generated in the process of proposal generation itself. In other words, an agent justifies a request by simply stating the truth about its needs, plans, underlying assumptions, and so on, which ultimately caused the need to arise. This is different from the other utility-based approaches described above, where agents can, in a sense, create arguments, such as threats and rewards, by exploiting their abilities to influence the outcomes. Of course, there is nothing that directly prevents agents from combining the two.

As described earlier, Rahwan et al. (2003b) provided a characterisation of the types of arguments an agent can make in relation to the goal and belief structures of its counterpart. This provides a more fine-grained portfolio of candidate arguments than those of Parsons et al. (1998), Sadri et al. (2001b) and Amgoud et al. (2000b) (where only plans or promises can be put forward as arguments).

Finally, authority could also be used in argument generation. Sierra et al. (1998), for example, defined a simple authoritarian agent, which always exploits its social power by threatening whenever possible.

4.2.2 Challenges
More work needs to be done in order to provide a unified way of generating arguments by considering both objective and subjective criteria. Moreover, there is a need for a complete characterisation of the space of possible arguments. This is not necessarily a trivial task since in some frameworks the number of possible arguments may be infinite (say, if the framework allows for nested arguments about what may happen in the future or nested dialogues).

More work is also needed to understand the influence of different factors, such as the interaction protocol, authority, expected utility, honesty, etc., on argument generation. Specifically, how can authority be used in constructing an argument? Should an agent believe in an argument in order to present it? Can agents bluff? These are a few of the questions that need to be answered before a complete framework for argument generation is achieved.

4.3 Argument selection
An issue related to the problem of argument generation is that of argument selection. The question of argument selection is as follows: given a number of candidate arguments that an agent may utter to its counterpart, which is the “best” argument from the point of view of the speaker?
Note that argument selection may take place in conjunction with argument generation. An agent need not generate all possible arguments before it makes a selection of the most suitable one. Instead, the agent may only concern itself with the generation of the most suitable argument itself. In other words, the agent might prune the set of candidate arguments during the process of argument generation. Whether or not this is possible, of course, depends on the nature of the argumentation framework underlying the agent’s decision making.

4.3.1 State of the art
In the work of Kraus et al. (1998), arguments are selected according to the following argument strength order, with threats being the strongest arguments.

1. Appeal to prevailing practice.
2. A counter example.
3. An appeal to past promise.
4. An appeal to self-interest.
5. A promise of future reward.
6. A threat.

The intuition is that a negotiator would progress from weak arguments up to the strongest. For example, there is no need to threaten the counterpart if an appeal is sufficient to persuade them to accept a request. The authors argue that generating appeals is less costly to the persuader than threats or rewards since the latter involve possible negative side-effects.

In Ramchurn et al’s framework (Ramchurn et al., 2003b), agents factor trust and utility in order to decide which candidate argument to send with a request. The following example rule is provided.

Rule 1: if trust is low and utility of the proposal is high
(I need to do X and I don’t trust you)
then send a strong argument
Rule 2: if trust is high and utility of the proposal is low
(I don’t really need to do X and I trust you)
then send a weak argument

In this rule, low and high are linguistic variables manipulated using fuzzy operators. The stronger an argument is, the more it is likely to lessen the opponent’s trust in the proponent and the more it could coerce the opponent to change its preferences (e.g., by making a significant threat). However, this lowering of trust results in less cooperative behaviour which, in turn, makes it harder for the proponent to persuade the opponent to accept its future proposals. Thus strong arguments should only be sent when the negotiation needs to take place in the shortest time possible, when the proposal has high utility for the proponent or when it is known that the other partner cannot be trusted to reach effective agreements efficiently. Otherwise weaker arguments should be used.\(^\text{25}\)

In other frameworks, argument generation is based on the relationships between arguments. Agents in the framework presented by Parsons et al. (1998) provide the strongest argument possible based on the acceptability classes (e.g., a tautological argument if possible). For Amgoud et al. (2000b), agents compare arguments based on preferential ordering over their constituent propositions in a similar manner to that in argument evaluation (i.e. based on the argumentation system of Dung (1995)). Finally, for Sadri et al. (2001b), agents can compare the costs of different alternative plans to present to the counterpart.

4.3.2 Challenges
The problem of argument selection can be considered as the essence of strategy in ABN dialogues in general (provided the candidate arguments contain all possible arguments). However, there is

\(^{25}\) Refer to the original paper for some related empirical observations.
very little existing work on strategies in multi-agent dialogues. Some work is emerging that investigates strategic move selection in persuasion dialogues (Amgoud & Maudet, 2002), as well as in inquiry and information-seeking dialogues (Parsons et al., 2002, 2003). Similar work needs to be done on ABN dialogues in order to provide a sound theoretical base for potential applications. Rahwan et al. (2003a) provide a preliminary, informal attempt at characterising strategic factors in negotiation dialogues. In this work, strategies depend on various factors, such as the agents’ goals, the interaction protocol, the agents’ capabilities, the resources available to participants, and so on.

Suitable argument selection in a negotiation context must take into account information about the negotiation counterpart. To this end, in Bayesian game theory (Osborne & Rubinstein, 1994), a counterpart is modelled by a probability distribution representing the uncertainty of the first party regarding the counterparts’ initial information and the payoffs they receive from the different outcomes (i.e. action profiles). This raises the opportunity to use learning techniques in order to find patterns in the counterpart’s behaviour and use these findings in future encounters with the same (or similar) counterpart(s). Sandholm and Crites (1995), for example, apply reinforcement learning in the context of the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game to allow agents to better predict the patterns of behaviour of their opponents. Bayesian learning in less-restricted negotiation protocols has also been investigated by Zeng and Sycara (1997). In ABN, more sophisticated models of the negotiation counterparts are needed, and appropriate methods of updating these models are essential for understanding the dynamics of opponents’ strategies, preferences, beliefs, etc. This is a particularly challenging task for ABN since agents may not only model the observed “behaviour” of one another, but also the “mental attitudes” motivating that behaviour. Another important question is whether and how such learning agents converge to better and quicker deals in multiple negotiation encounters.

5 Summary of the ABN state of the art

Having analysed the various frameworks in detail in the previous sections, we now proceed to present a high-level view of what has been achieved in the field of ABN as a whole. In this way, we aim to identify the areas that have been extensively researched, the key results in those areas and those areas that have not received sufficient attention from the research community.

In Table 2, we compare the different existing frameworks in terms of their main characteristics. Specifically, the first column describes the style of argumentation underlying the ABN framework. This covers the informal literature that motivates and provides intuitive backing of the research, as well as the formal theories underlying the specification of the framework (e.g., decision theory, argumentation theory, dialogue games, etc.). When taken together this provides an idea of the starting point of each framework. As can be seen, frameworks such as those of Amgoud et al. (2000b) and Sadri et al. (2001b) start from a single-agent proof procedure and try to split it into multiple disjoint agents while preserving the correctness of the proof theory. In particular, Amgoud et al. (2000b) build on an existing framework for belief-based argumentation in a single agent (Amgoud & Cayrol, 1998), and view the proof theory of that framework as a dialogue between two agents. Sadri et al. (2001b) take a similar approach by providing a dialectical version of an abductive logic programming framework (Fung & Kowalski, 1997). In contrast, frameworks such as those presented by McBurney et al. (2003) and Rahwan et al. (2003b) start by discussing the different types of interaction patterns needed among agents, and from there attempt to create a dialogue system. The former approach has the advantage of being built on solid theories that make the interaction, in a sense, more predictable. On the other hand, the latter approach tends not to specify the internal decision mechanisms of the agents, and concentrates instead on studying the general properties of the dialogue itself or the interesting types of influences that agents might be able to exert on one another. We believe that as the field of ABN matures, these approaches will

---

26 Wherever the framework in question has not addressed the particular attribute of the table (e.g. Protocol) significantly, we note this as N/A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Argumentation style</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Main assumptions</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kraus, Sycara and Evenchik</td>
<td>Based on the psychology of persuasion (Karlins &amp; Abelson, 1970) Use threats, rewards and appeals</td>
<td>Implicit in agent specification</td>
<td>Agents have utility function Agents share same architecture</td>
<td>Blocks World Scenario (implemented)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra, Jennings, Noriega &amp; Parsons</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>Finite-state machine Allows generic meta information to be passed</td>
<td>Argument generation, selection and evaluation are predefined E-Institution present</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Abstract world (simulated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramchurn, Jennings and Sierra</td>
<td>Framework based on Sierra et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Same as above</td>
<td>States of the world have a known value Trust model implicit</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Jennings and Sierra</td>
<td>Logic-based, inspired by Elvang-Goransson et al. (1993a)</td>
<td>Framework based on Sierra et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Framework based on Sierra et al. (1998)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Abstract world (simulated)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meet in the middle, achieving rich interactions on the system level, as well as comprehensive and verifiable proof theories on the detailed level.

The next column describes the protocol. It is clear that some ABN frameworks have not yet addressed the protocol definition, while in others it is the mainstay of their contribution. Moreover, the frameworks can differ in the way they specify the protocols, by making them implicit or explicit, defining them as finite-state machines, as dialogue games, and so on. The third column describes some of the important assumptions that each framework makes. In some frameworks, for instance, the agents must be cooperative for ABN to work. Frameworks can also vary in their assumptions about agents’ utilities and preferences. Finally, we have specified whether the framework has been implemented and, if so, what form this takes.

In Table 3, we outline the various frameworks in terms of whether and how each framework addresses the problems of argument generation, selection, and evaluation. One important observation from this is that argument selection has had very little attention in the ABN community. This is, we believe, partly because effective strategies for deciding what arguments to utter are likely to be protocol-dependent. There is still no formal theory of interaction protocols covering all types of mechanism. It is to be expected, therefore, that such work will focus first on defining the protocols and exploring their properties, rather than on devising strategies for participants using the protocols.

As can be seen, there is a clear contrast in the way the three main mechanisms are conceived by the different frameworks. We contend that this is mainly due to the differences in the underlying style of argumentation. However, despite these differences, their contributions are broadly complementary.

In summary, the frameworks reviewed in this paper represent different preliminary attempts at solving parts of the puzzle by: (i) constructing generic models of ABN (Sierra et al., 1998); (ii) constructing limited, yet implementable systems and studying their applicability (Kraus et al., 1998; Sadri et al., 2001b); (iii) studying the applicability of particular logic-based argumentation frameworks to ABN (Parsons et al., 1998; Amgoud et al., 2000a); (iv) studying the properties of different decision making components and concepts such as trust in controlled settings (Ramchurn et al., 2003b); (v) constructing specific complete negotiation protocols necessary for facilitating particular types of ABN (McBurney et al., 2003); and (vi) studying the different types of influences that can be attempted by participants in an ABN dialogue (Rahwan et al., 2003b, c).

6 Conclusions and future directions

Argumentation is gaining increasing importance as a fundamental concept in multi-agent interaction, mainly because it enables rational dialogue (McBurney, 2002) – the giving and receiving of reasons for statements – and because it enables richer forms of negotiation than have hitherto been possible in game-theoretic or heuristic-based models. Against this background, this paper has sketched the landscape of the emerging research field of ABN and reviewed the state of the art. Specifically, we have identified the key advantages that argumentation adds to existing models of negotiation. We then provided a sketch of the different features and decision components needed to facilitate ABN and used these to describe and analyse a variety of existing ABN frameworks.

Even though the research area is still in its infancy, many important lessons have been learned through the various attempts thus far. We now have insights about the various functionalities needed for ABN, some possible ways to achieve these functionalities, and, most importantly, major challenges and open questions in the field.

This analysis has highlighted the fact that there is clearly a need for more work on identifying different ways of implementing mechanisms for argument evaluation, generation and selection. In particular, this involves understanding how these processes are related to the agent’s underlying notions of rationality. In other words, there is a need for a better understanding of how agents may use objective argument-based reasoning about the state of the world to achieve
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Mechanism</th>
<th>Selection</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kraus, Sycara and Evenchik</td>
<td>Rules determine possible arguments from available pool</td>
<td>Rigid order among argument classes only (start with appeals then rewards, then threats)</td>
<td>First using rules, then taking the conflicting intentions into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra, Jennings, Noriega and Parsons</td>
<td>Partially specified by roles</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Only rules based on authority are presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramchurn, Jennings and Sierra</td>
<td>Possible arguments chosen from pool according to preconditions</td>
<td>Taking into account utility of proposal and trust to choose argument of particular strength</td>
<td>According to utility gained and trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons, Jennings and Sierra</td>
<td>Starting from existing intentions, generate tentative plans and proofs (arguments) using simple BDI planning rules</td>
<td>Possibly choose strongest argument based on acceptability classes</td>
<td>Based on acceptability classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amgoud, Maudet and Parsons</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Accepted if argument cannot be logically defeated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadri, Torroni and Toni</td>
<td>Based on rules</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Based on interaction between arguments and preferences over their contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McBurney, van Eijk, Parsons and Amgoud</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Compare plans with or without exchange of resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rahwan, Sonenberg and Dignum</td>
<td>Based on a list of possible attacks on goals</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Informally specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Based on the effect of updating relationships between goals, supergoals, subgoals and beliefs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
subjective goals, such as maximising utility, satisfying preferences, fulfilling social norms, and so on.

This raises fundamental questions about the relationship between argumentation-based approaches to group decision making and the game-theoretic approaches dictated by the traditional economic conception of rationality. Young (2001) argues that the traditional notion of economic rationality fails to capture the process by which agents form their preferences during negotiation. In Young’s words:

‘‘. . . since, under the assumptions of the received concept of economic rationality, each player’s objectives or ends are not justifiable rationally, and are set by the agent’s preferences in advance of reasoning, game theory has no way to capture or evaluate those ends. It can never be sure it understands the complete motivational set which is driving the individual, and in the end can only reduce the rich mix of factors which motivate and guide human beings to simple economic self-interest. Unfortunately, . . . much is lost along the way.’’ (Young, 2001, p. 97.)

Young then argues that in order to solve this problem, agents must adopt a notion of *communicative rationality* rather than merely strategic, instrumental rationality. We take the position that argumentation, which allows agents to critically evaluate their and each others’ underlying motivational attitudes during negotiation, can enable agents to realise deals not possible by following the game-theoretic model of negotiation. However, the exact ‘‘formal’’ relationship between ABN and game-theoretic models of strategic decision making remains a fertile area of research.

Another important challenge facing future research is understanding the ‘‘social’’ aspects of ABN in societies of agents. There is some existing work on investigating the effects of norm adoption (Glass & Grosz, 2003; Castelfranchi et al., 1998) and social influence (Panzarasa & Jennings, 2002; Sen et al., 2002) on decision making from both the individual and collective agent perspectives. However, there is no generic formal theory that establishes a precise relationship between normative social behaviour and the resulting outcomes of communication. A full investigation of these issues will also need to respond to the *theory of communicative action* of Habermas (1984), and the associated philosophical issues concerning group decision making.

Another important social aspect is ‘‘trust’’, which plays a crucial role when agents cannot be assumed to keep to their commitments. Trust enables the selection of the most appropriate negotiation partners and affects the way interaction unfolds. It also enables agents to improve the outcome in repeated encounters. For example, in iterated game-theory, trust has proven useful in allowing agents to converge to higher-payoff Nash equilibria (Mukherjee et al., 2001). There are opportunities for using trust models in ABN, over single and repeated encounters, in order to guide the selection of negotiation strategies. In the context of ABN, Ramchurn et al. (2003b) used trust in argument evaluation and generation in an ABN setting. A more elaborate model of trust could also be incorporated (e.g., Ramchurn et al., 2003a; Sabater & Sierra, 2002). In the more general context of argumentation, Parsons and Giorgini (2000) explored the evaluation of the strength of arguments based on the reliability of the agents providing these arguments.

One of the significantly unexplored topics is *mediated* negotiation, in which a trusted, neutral third party assists negotiators in reconciling their views and interests. Several multi-party negotiation systems with artificial mediators have been built to aid human negotiation. For example, the PERSUADER system (Sycara, 1985, 1992) is a mediating system that relies on the construction of hierarchical goal structures for participants and attempts to reconcile these. However, from the descriptions given, it is not apparent how the framework, which mostly describes the reasoning mechanism for a single agent mediating between human opponents, could be extended to (artificial) multi-agent systems. In another example, the ZENO system (Gordon & Karacapilidis, 1997; Gordon et al., 1997) permits human participants to undertake joint deliberation about urban planning decisions, and provides an intelligent assistant to a human
mediator. Major issues for these systems concern the nature of the mediator (is it a human or a software agent?) and its relationship to the negotiators (does it merely assist them in identifying new proposals or can it enforce its will on them?). What is still absent in this area is a grounded theory of mediation in a multi-agent negotiation.

Understanding the computational complexity of the ABN process is important before ABN frameworks can be used in real-world applications. In this context, complexity may arise, for example, from:

- the internal mental processes of the participants (e.g., preference determination, argument assessment, strategy generation, strategy selection, argument generation, argument selection, etc.);
- the assessment of uttered locutions by the agent platform to determine conformance with the protocol participants;
- the achievement of particular negotiation outcomes (e.g., complexity of successful termination).

Some work has been done on aspects of ABN complexity. For example, relative to the assessment of uttered illocutions and conformance to protocols, Wooldridge and Parsons (2000) studied complexity issues in logic-based negotiation protocols. More recently, with regards to the achievement of dialogue outcomes, Parsons et al. (2002) studied the termination and complexity of information seeking, inquiry and persuasion dialogues.

In addition to the work reported in this survey, there have been attempts to study the process of ABN from a higher level of abstraction and analyse some of the convergent properties associated with certain assumptions (very much like the work in game theoretic models discussed in Section 2.1). For example, Tohmé (1997) views negotiation as resource allocation with uncertainty caused by imperfect information about others. The agents exchange messages that correspond to updates of beliefs and consequently cause new messages to be generated. Tohmé showed that under certain conditions, beliefs converge in the long run, leading to successful negotiation (i.e. agreement). He also showed, again under certain conditions, that such agreement could take place even though no interaction protocol has been defined. There is a need for further studies in this direction in order to understand the general dynamics of ABN systems without necessarily subscribing to particular internal computational mechanisms within the agents.

In conclusion, we see ABN as an important and challenging research area that combines the study of agent architectures, decision making, relationships and interaction from computer science, economics and organisation theory, with the study of argumentation in dialogue, logic and psychology. Existing work has begun to address different aspects of the challenge, but much remains to be done, on both the conceptual and technical levels. ABN will enable us to build more sophisticated, flexible and robust negotiating agents, capable of operating in more dynamic, uncertain and unpredictable environments. Moreover, research into ABN has the potential to inform our understanding of strategic interaction among humans, and hence to contribute to related fields.
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